
DATA Token Migration
For Wallets

The Streamr (DATA) community has decided to move to a new token smart contract. The
migration starts on August 17th 2021 and has no end date. This requires wallet teams to take
action.

Both the old and new token contract implement the ERC-20 standard.

The old DATA token’s symbol will change to XDATA and its name changes to Streamr (old). The
new token will use the symbol DATA and its name will be Streamr.

Users can upgrade their tokens at any time by going to the migration page. Unless wallet
software shows both tokens correctly, users can get confused as they might lose sight of their
tokens post-migration, or confuse the old and new tokens. We recommend wallet teams to
take action as soon as possible and complete the following steps:

● Rename the old token to XDATA, and add the new DATA token to the list of tokens
displayed by default. The token names and icons have also changed. See the next page
for the details.

● Display a message to users viewing their XDATA balance and direct them to the
migration page. The message should be along the lines of: “There is an ongoing Streamr
migration. Please upgrade to the new DATA token on the Streamr migration page.”

● Mobile apps should send a notification to users with XDATA in their wallets, if possible,
or display the event in the wallet’s news stream or similar.

Please start using the updated name, symbol, icon, and supply metrics for both the old and
new token. Please find all the relevant information on the following page.

https://streamr.network/token-migration
https://streamr.network/token-migration


Old Token
Name: Streamr (old)
Symbol: XDATA
Old token contract:
0x0cf0ee63788a0849fe5297f3407f701e122cc023

Icon:

Total supply*: 987,154,514
Max supply*: 987,154,514

New Token
Name: Streamr
Symbol: DATA
New token contract:
0x8f693ca8d21b157107184d29d398a8d082b38b76

Icon:

Total supply: 987,154,514
Max supply: 2,000,000,000

* Note that the supplies of the old token will decrease over the course of the migration, as
migrated tokens are burned.

Resources

● New token icons: SVG / PNG
● Old token icons: SVG / PNG
● Email us: support@streamr.network
● Telegram us: @hpihkala, @ronstedt, @matthew_streamr
● Read about the token migration on the Streamr Blog
● There are two security audits for the new token: LimeChain / Isentropy

https://etherscan.io/token/0x0cf0ee63788a0849fe5297f3407f701e122cc023
https://etherscan.io/address/0x8f693ca8d21b157107184d29d398a8d082b38b76#code
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FkhTILXP7LkXVuvET-oswg4FB514G92L?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Du9jdQFF5YIDrptYZp4ozqN8ZS6bmupZ?usp=sharing
mailto:support@streamr.network
https://blog.streamr.network/p/b9794c09-202d-4bd9-b9b2-34e5d8f604e8/
https://streamr-public.s3.amazonaws.com/DATAv2_audit_LimeChain.pdf
https://streamr-public.s3.amazonaws.com/DATAv2_audit_Isentropy.pdf

